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Present: Jekke Metzlar, Seray van Montfort, Neele Ulken, Iza van Blokland, Tinco Roebroek, Dirk 1 
Couwenberg, Leonie Blonk, Gwendolyn Hermans,  Flore van Grunsven, Julia Bultink, Anne Brand, 2 
Lieke Verkoulen, Raisa Rambaran, Marin Kellaert, Anne van Poppel, Anouk Toma, Kristina Losensky, 3 
Chinouq Claessens, Esmée Jansen, Ellen van Duinhoven, Mémé Satter, Laura Naemi Alders, Tim 4 
Eeftinck Schattenkerk, Johannes Fiebig 5 
 
External present: Aline Boels 6 
 
 
1.Opening (by technical chair Flore van Grunsven) 7 
The GMA was opened at 19:05. The GMA will be held in English. A round of names follows. 8 
 
 
2. Minutes of last meeting  9 
The minutes of the GMA on the 26th of April. 10 
No remarks were made 11 
 
The minutes of the Heidag on the 26th of April. 12 
GMA: in agenda point 4 of the Heidag you have discussed the writing of the board updates. I was 13 
wondering if you have checked the bylaws If you can quit with writing those official documents? 14 
 
XIIIth board: Thanks for the remark. I do remember checking it somewhere, but we will check it again 15 
to be sure.  16 
 
Action point:  The board should check whether the bylaws allow boards to discontinue the Board 17 
updates. 18 
 
GMA: The minutes of the Heidag are normally not discussed during the GMA. I would maybe directly 19 
refer to the minutes of the Heidag it in the piece of the GMA. 20 
  
 
3. Important remarks/received mail  21 
The GMA is being recorded in the interest of making the minutes.  22 
There is a cancelation from the Freshmen committee. 23 
There is one authorization from Floor Kleingeld who authorizes Flore van Grunsven.  24 
Furthermore, there is an Any Other Business this GMA, which pertains to a future after corona party 25 
that the board would like to organize.  26 
 
GMA: the action point of last minute should be discussed here  27 
 
XIIIth board: Yes we took care of the comparisons. Thanks for reminding me. 28 
 
 
4. Establish agenda   29 
As mentioned before, this GMA will have an Any Other Business about a future after corona party.  30 
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5. Discontinuation of the SPiN application 31 
 
The board gives an introduction about this piece. What they want to mention is that the application 32 
has already been canceled because they had to cancel the contract before a specific deadline. 33 
Therefore, it was not possible to discuss it with the GMA in advance.  34 
 
GMA: If the GMA would decide to keep the application, could the contract be renewed?  35 
 
XIIIth board: if there would be a unanimous decision, we would take that into serious consideration. 36 
But article of association wise I think right now we can’t just take it back.  37 
 
GMA: Have you talked about this subject more than the last few weeks? And if so, why didn’t you 38 
talk about it with the GMA sooner?  39 
 
XIIIth board: It was already discussed at the Biannual GMA and at the Heidag. And in the first half at 40 
our year, we wanted to evaluate the app and look at how we could improve it. Only after the Heidag 41 
and many discussions within the board we felt like we could make this decision. 42 
 
GMA: If you talk about such a big subject, I don’t think it’s right to only talk about it at the Heidag. 43 
Because it isn’t representable because the turnout was quite low.  44 
  
XIIIth board: We understand that it might seem to come out of nowhere. But it was also discussed at 45 
the Heidag previous year and during the Biannual GMA. Therefore, we felt that we had enough 46 
feedback from the members to make the right decision. Of course, we would have preferred to 47 
discuss it at a GMA. But because this was not possible I feel like we’ve made the right decision.  48 
 
GMA: What did the advisory council say about canceling it before the GMA? 49 
 
XIIIth board: We as a board were unanimous about canceling the app. We only asked the council how 50 
we could present this to the members. 51 
 
GMA: Just remember that you can always ask more advice to the advisory council, because I don’t 52 
think you did that enough for this procedure.  53 
 
XIIIth board: That’s definitely an improvement point for us and we would also advise this to the 54 
candidate board.  55 
 
GMA: You say that you think that you have enough input from the members. What kind of input was 56 
this exactly? Can you give us an update about the reasons why people wanted to cancel the app. 57 
 
XIIIth board: We had inputs from two Heidays, the biannual survey and GMA and we had some 58 
informal input from members. There were different reasons, but a lot of members didn’t think it 59 
added something for them. They also didn’t think it would have many benefits for promotion.  60 
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GMA: In the piece you state the number of downloads. Are there any numbers about how many 61 
people actually did use the app? 62 
 
XIIIth board: At the end of April we could see the day to day uses but before that we could only see 63 
the monthly uses. The average day to day use was about 6 to 10 per day, including the board that 64 
uses it to check updates. Because this number is quite low, we weren’t convinced to keep it  65 
 
XIIIth board: We also used a book give away promotion, that gave us a spike in downloads. Therefore, 66 
a lot of users and downloads were just about getting free stuff. Another big reason to cancel the app 67 
was that we saw a big decrease in people who opened the push notifications. 68 
 
GMA: Do you have data on previous years? Because this year isn’t really representative. 69 
 
XIIIth board: The current version has only launched in February 2020, so we haven’t very much data 70 
from before corona.  71 
 
GMA: I am a bit hesitant on focusing on numbers, because these are strange years 72 
 
GMA: I would recommend you to think about what it would mean if you quit the website and replace 73 
it with the app. Because everyone is doing everything on their phones nowadays. 74 
 
XIIIth board: We believe that a separate app for SPiN wouldn’t be that popular. Because we think that 75 
the website is still a very accessible and modern way for SPiN to provide information. 76 
 
GMA: How would you advise your candidate board to make platforms more accessible? 77 
 
XIIIth board: We have already discussed ways to improve the access of the website and will make this 78 
a point for our transfer to the next board.  79 
 
GMA: Are you going to choose Instagram as the most important medium? And are you going to 80 
invest the saved money from the app into other social media platforms? 81 
 
XIIIth board: Instagram is getting more popular but it does lack interaction there. We do hope that 82 
there will be more interaction next year in the SPiN room. With that we could say that it is our most 83 
popular platform. We haven’t made a decision yet about what we do with the saved money. 84 
Therefore, this would be something for the next board to think about.  85 
 
GMA: I was wondering if it’s possible to make the pieces of the GMA more accessible in a way that 86 
you can find the most recent pieces above at the page or making folders per GMA. 87 
 
XIIIth board: I think everything you mentioned is something we have already discussed. It is a great 88 
idea and we will work on it.  89 
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6. Advice piece secretary task force  90 
 
GMA: How did the process of the Taskforce go and would you advise this to the next board? 91 
  
XIIIth board: We had the luxury that people approached us to help. Considering the workload of the 92 
board I don’t know how this will go next year. Therefore, I would consider to gain enough people to 93 
help outside of the board. 94 
 
GMA: Did you already contact study store about what they think of the second spearhead? 95 
 
Task force: We haven’t had contact with them about this specific thing. But I do know that we are 96 
allowed to do this.  97 
 
GMA: Can you elaborate on the process of buying books and becoming a member?  98 
 
Task force: people go to the website, then to the subpage of Studystore. Then people indicate if they 99 
are a member or not. When they say they are a member they receive the discount.  100 
 
GMA: In the budget there is still money from membership in from Studystore. Keep that in mind for 101 
making the budget for next year 102 
 
GMA: I was wondering for the 3 years option. What happens if someone goes for a 3 years contact 103 
and then they quit their study in the first year?  104 
 
Task force: When presenting this option we should be really clear that they pay this instantly for 3 105 
year. Therefore, if they pay for it, they agree to become a member for 3 years. 106 
  
GMA: I think it’s a little bit too strict for freshmen.   107 
 
Task force: We asked around at other associations and they never experienced problems with people 108 
who quitted and wanted their money back. Because they agreed on 3 years and they already got 109 
discount.  110 
 
GMA: They still have the option for the 1 year option, so we don’t force them to pay for 3 years.  111 
 
GMA: If they get a 3 years contract, does it get prolonged if they don’t quit it?  112 
 
Task force: No, they get a mail if they want to renew their membership? 113 
 
GMA: Did you consider the financial consequences, because you don’t know how many money you 114 
get from people who don’t deregister. I would recommend the next board to really think and talk 115 
about this, because it’s not necessary to lose that much money.  116 
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GMA: If people pay via a website they don’t authorize you to draw money from their bank account 117 
every year?  118 
 
Task force: if they become a member they click that they agree with terms and conditions where it is 119 
stated that we have a direct debit every year. 120 
 
GMA: Have you thought about how you track who is a 1 year and 3 years member?  121 
 
Task force: We make them into two different groups in Cronscribo and we are thinking about making 122 
two different membership files on the website.  123 
 
GMA: in line 137-138 has there been contact about the website developer about this?  124 
 
Task force: Yes, we created a new roles on the website where we can select what they can see on 125 
the website.  126 
 
GMA: I don’t think that members are going to be happy with maintaining the website the whole 127 
year. I think it’s a task for the board and that you create some distance if other people manage the 128 
website. Just take this into account. 129 
 
Task force: We contacted other associations who did this, and they said that members really liked 130 
the creative freedom they had. It’s still up for discussion about what the committee will do. 131 
Therefore it doesn’t have to create distance between the board and members  132 
 
GMA: I want to remind you that we are a Psychology association and that not a lot of people would 133 
be really into ICT stuff 134 
 
GMA: If you don’t do this website committee I would look into another way to make the website 135 
better.  136 
 
Task force: A lot of the website could be improved. I think these changes are bigger than a secretary 137 
can do in their spare time. 138 
 
GMA: To me it sounds more like a chore instead of something fun for a committee member to do.  139 
 
Task force: There is a distinction that needs to be made between the creative freedom and the fun 140 
part for the committee and the fixing and the updating part for the board.  141 
 
GMA: How long would it take to update everything because if it takes too long I would wait a year 142 
with the website committee. 143 
 
Task force: The time would really depend on what the committee wants to change and on how 144 
creative they are. It’s not that we have chores that we give to the committee, but we just want them 145 
to put in their creativity to improve the website.  146 
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GMA: I feel that the core tasks for the website that need to be up to date is more of a board task. 147 
And if you need new input then you could ask the committee. 148 
 
GMA: If this is about workload, then you should remember that making a whole new committee is 149 
still a lot of workload. I would weigh the costs and the benefits again because in the end you would 150 
still have to set up the committee, guide them, and be responsible for the decisions.  151 
 
GMA: I actually do really like the idea. There are so many things possible on the website so I think 152 
that would be really fun for the committee.  153 
 
GMA: We do like the idea. But can’t you just try to see if people are interested to see if people like it 154 
or not. Based on that you could decide to continue with it or not. 155 
 
GMA: I think creating a new committee each year would be a loss of knowledge. Because then each 156 
year the committee would have to learn again how to manage the website and this is a lot of work. 157 
Therefore, I think you should be focusing more on transferring the information about the website 158 
from secretary to secretary. 159 
 
There are some people who are strongly against the idea of the website committee. They do 160 
recommend asking members beforehand if they are interested in joining the committee. It could have 161 
potential if they think it more through. But the reason shouldn’t be that it is only to fix the mistakes of 162 
the board. 163 
 
On the idea of the PR committee however, the members are more enthusiastic. Because it’s more 164 
focused on the content and less on the functioning. 165 
 
 
7. Candidacies Advisory Council  166 
 
Mémé introduces herself. She was the chair of the XIIth board and in the selection committee last 167 
year. She really looks forward to be involved more internally within SPiN and finds it important to look 168 
after the mental health of the new board.  169 
 
Chinouq introduces herself. She is currently in her masters and will be in her masters next year. She 170 
wants to be involved in SPiN more in a background committee. She has done a board year and several 171 
committees. She also wants to make sure they really get to know each other as a group.  172 
 
Aline introduces herself. She is doing her fourth year of the bachelor Artifical Intelligence and is 173 
currently fulfilling the function of political officer at at SOFv. She also was the external Affairs officer 174 
for CognAC. She wants to give the view of different study associations to the board 175 
 
 
Voting 176 
Mémé, Chinouq, and Aline were all voted in with: 177 
 
In favor: 18  178 
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Against: 0  179 
Abstained: 7 180 
Blanc: 0  181 
 
Selection procedure and proposed candidate board  182 
The selection committee gives an introduction about how the procedure went. They did a reopening 183 
and after that they had a sufficient number of applicants. This brought them to the proposed 184 
candidate board. 185 
 
GMA: About line 18, how do you mean “according to the GMA piece of the 23-09-2019” because I 186 
think according to is the wrong word or I don’t understand the sentence correctly.  187 
 
Selection committee: That was the GMA where was discussed what the SoCo should do when they 188 
had to little applicants. We could change the word “according” but it just means that we looked at 189 
that piece 190 
 
Now the proposed candidate board will introduce themselves:  191 
 
Marin is the proposed candidate chair and is in the second year of the bachelor of the dutch track. 192 
She’s now chair of the collaboration committee and really likes it. She is really looking forward to 193 
working together with the new board members.  194 
 
GMA: How are you going to manage five other girls?  195 
 
Marin: I think a lot of talking and giggling, but I can keep them in check.  196 
 
GMA: What are you looking forward to and what do you think you are going to dislike?  197 
 
Marin: I would maybe dislike very long board meetings. And I really look forward to working with my 198 
board members and getting to know a lot of new members and people from other associations. 199 
 
GMA: How will you manage not having masculine energy in the board?  200 
 
Marin: I think we will have to hang out with the former board members.  201 
 
GMA: What is going to be your main focus as a chair?  202 
 
Marin: I think making sure that “going back to normal” will go really smoothly and organized. And 203 
make sure that all the people from the corona year still get to know a lot of new people. 204 
 
GMA: What would you like to learn this year?  205 
 
Marin: I want to learn becoming more patient.   206 
 
GMA: How are you going to prepare yourself from a corona year to a year with a lot of social input? 207 
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Marin: I know from myself that I’m not scared to talk in front strangers or large groups. It’s going to 208 
be a little bit hard in the beginning but I can manage it by being myself and confidence. 209 
 
Raisa introduces herself. She’s the proposed candidate secretary. She has already been secretary of 210 
the Ski-committee and gala committee. She really looks forward to meeting a lot of new people, gain 211 
new experiences and learn some new skills.  212 
 
GMA: What will your strategy be with the hidden words.  213 
 
Raisa: I was just going to ask you the same, so maybe I’m just going to use very hard words like you 214 
do.  215 
 
GMA: Would you consider becoming Commissaris Vis?  216 
 
Raisa: Only if I had to.  217 
 
GMA: How good are you at typing and how will you be handling the long board meetings?  218 
 
Raisa: I’m okay, I would say that I do not really look forward to it, but I will get used to it. 219 
 
GMA: What are you looking forward to the most within your function?  220 
 
Raisa: I look forward to organize finding a balance between the online and offline part of the year.  221 
 
GMA: How will you get your fellow Germans to join our activities?  222 
 
Raisa: Maybe forcing them haha. I don’t really have a plan right now but I would try to persuade 223 
them to join SPiN.  224 
 
GMA: Did you think about how you want to form your function, because it’s under discussion right 225 
now.  226 
 
Raisa: I’m just really open to everything and are going to stay flexible.  227 
 
GMA: How are you going to handling all the e-mails? 228 
 
Raisa: It would be hard, but I think I can handle it quite well. 229 
 
Now Kristina introduces herself. She is the proposed candidate treasurer.  230 
 
GMA: What is the first thing you will purchase?  231 
 
Kristina: I think something that most people would benefit from. 232 
 
GMA: How will you deal with the angry mails?  233 
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Kristina: I think it’s important to not take it personally and stay patient.  234 
 
GMA: Would you be open to the idea of a SPiN crypto currency?  235 
 
Kristina: I don’t have any knowledge about it, so before I would consider it I would have to gain more 236 
knowledge.  237 
 
GMA: Do you have a piggy bank?  238 
 
Kristina: Yes I do, at home.  239 
 
GMA: You do a lot of work behind the screens that members don’t see. Where do you think you will 240 
get your appreciation from? 241 
 
Kristina: I think that seeing that members enjoying the activities will give me appreciation.  242 
 
Esmeé Introduces herself. She is the proposed candidate Internal Affairs officer. She’s in her second 243 
year and the chair of the orientation committee.  244 
 
GMA: How will you recruit the new members?  245 
 
Esmeé: I think by just telling everyone and being really enthusiastic.  246 
 
GMA: It’s stated that you will focus on the formal part, but how are you going to handle the informal 247 
partying next year?  248 
 249 
Esmeé: I think it will all be fine.  250 
 
GMA: What’s the activity you look forward to the most?  251 
 
Esmeé: I never went on a trip from SPiN, so I think that’s something I really look forward to. 252 
 
GMA: Which committee do you really like to guide?  253 
 
Esmeé: I think the orientation committee because I’m in that committee right now.  254 
 
GMA: What kind of theme party do you really want to have? 255 
 
Esmeé: I would really like a glitter themed party.  256 
 
GMA: What kind of snack would you advise members after a night out? 257 
 
Esmeé: I would advise chicken nuggets from the FEBO. 258 
 
GMA: What are you going to do with hammered board members at parties.  259 
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Esmeé: I will bring them a glass of water. 260 
 
GMA: How will you separate your SPiN life with your private life and not answering messages all day 261 
long.  262 
 
Esmeé: I think I will just set times during the day where I will answer texts from SPiN.  263 
 
Anne introduces herself. She’s the proposed candidate Academic Relations Officer. She’s in her first 264 
year of the English track.  265 
 
GMA: How are you going to fix the relations with people from the university, since Dirk pissed all of 266 
them off.  267 
 
Anne: I will give them a nice smile and see how it will go. 268 
 
GMA: How do you think you will combine your persistent attitude with being flexible?  269 
 
Anne: I will have to practice it. But since I have experience with giving feedback and reflecting I think 270 
I will manage.  271 
 
GMA: Since you’re the vice-chair, how will you keep up with Marin when you’re both busy? 272 
 
Anne: I think we will be very close and meet up often.  273 
 
GMA: What place, apart from the SPiN common room, will be your favorite place at the university? 274 
 
Anne: I think at the café where my coffee is. 275 
 
GMA: How are you going to involve the rest of the board with your tasks? 276 
 
Anne: I think just keeping them up to date and chatting to them often. 277 
 
Anouk introduces herself. She is the proposed candidate External Affairs officer. She’s in her first year 278 
of the billingual track and is the chair of the party and drinks committee right now.  279 
 
GMA: How are you going to handle being named last all the time?  280 
 
Anouk: I don’t mind because I don’t think I’m less than the other functions. Last but not least.  281 
 
GMA: On what drink would you want to get discount on?  282 
 
Anouk: I think cocktails because those are very expensive.  283 
 
GMA: What kind of gadget would SPiN members really need?  284 
 
Anouk: I think the beer opener or things for drinking games like cards.  285 
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Now the proposed candidate board does an ABC round by coming up with a SPiN related word for 286 
every letter of the alphabet.  287 
 
 
8. Determination of the next GMA  288 
On September 20th the next GMA will take place where the XIVth candidate board’s policy will be 289 
presented as well as the XIIIth board’s secretarial annual report. 290 
 
9. Any Other Business (AOB)    291 
The board wants to ask the GMA what they think about how much money the board can spend on the 292 
big activity the board wants to organize when physical activities are allowed again. The board 293 
thought about hosting a silent disco with 250 people, a nice location and DJ’s and came up with a 294 
totally amount of 3300 euros. They will get back around 750 euros from the ticket prices.  295 
 
GMA: Do you need a location, because you can also go to the Waal? and do you need Dj’s, because 296 
you can connect your phone? 297 
 
XIIIth board: We could do waalstrand if you get permission for a group this big. And we could also 298 
look into connecting your phone.  299 
 
GMA: I would higher the ticket price, because instead of 3,50 you could ask 10 euros. People are 300 
willing to pay, because they couldn’t do anything last year.  301 
 
XIIIth board: We think it should be something we give back to the members and therefore we chose a 302 
low ticket price 303 
 
GMA: If you want to give them something back, give them some free drinks during the party. This is 304 
way more visible for the members because they don’t know what happens behind the scenes. 305 
 
XIIIth board: Is the discount for members of this year and next year?  306 
 
GMA: We haven’t thought about that yet. We should look into that.  307 
 
XIIIth board: What if we make it just for psychology as much as we can but don’t do a member and 308 
non-member price?  309 
 
GMA: I would recommend giving the discount to members from this year and next year. By for 310 
example allowing both stickers at the entrance.  311 
 
GMA: It is a really nice idea and probs for you for actually spending money.  312 
 
The GMA gives the blessing to organize this party but recommends the difference between the costs 313 
and benefits as small as possible. They recommend to have at least half of the benefits as your costs.  314 
 
10. Conluding poll 315 
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Everyone wishes their congratulations to the candidate board and the new advisory council members 316 
11. Adjournment 317 
 
 
Action point(s) 318 

•   The board should check whether the bylaws allow boards to discontinue the Board updates. 319 


